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In July of 2022, the National Coalition on Black Civic Participation launched its

Unity ‘22 Black Voting and Power Building Campaign to bolster voter

education and outreach to address the current political landscape confronting

Black voters in states where more restrictive voter laws, misinformation, and

ongoing redistricting battles and racial gerrymandering were impeding the

power of Black voters.

The Unity Campaign was created to maximize the power and collective impact

of its 80-membership organization based, 11 state-based affiliates, BWR, and

BYV Networks. What makes the Unity Campaign model unique and effective is

the ability of the National Coalition to maintain a coordinated, intergenerational

leadership and constituency-based integrated voter engagement, campaign

year round utilizing national and state-based coalitions and networks. Our

critical work continues to serve as a critical testing ground for creative forms of

civic engagement and organizing for social change.

The initial phase of the campaign began with our Summer of Organizing &

Activism from July through September. We partnered with our Black Women

Leaders & Allies to host rallies and speakouts to support the confirmation of

Ketanji Brown Jackson, and to demand our rights for voting rights, safer gun

laws, and reproductive justice.

OVERVIEW
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During this initial phase of the campaign our state-based partners and affiliates

were in the communities participating in neighborhood canvassing, forums,

summer community engagement events. Our Unity ‘22 #RUVoteReady Voter

Campaign was amplified across social media targeted to drive awareness for

voter preparation ahead of the 2022 Midterm election. We also initiated our

recruitment program to recruit poll workers and poll monitors through our Foot

Soldier for Freedom initiative. In effort to reach conversations featuring key

community leaders and partner organizations.

The second phase of the Unity ‘22 Campaign initiated with the launch of our

Black Youth Vote! Black Collegiate and Community Get Out the Vote

Challenge.

The NCBCP Unity ’22 “Power of the Ballot” GOTV Tour & Organizing

Weekends served as the final 30-DAY GOTV push for the Unity ’22 Black

Voting & Power Building National Campaign that included organizing GOTV

activations including: 1) BWR Power of the Ballot Evening of Comedy &

GOTV Rally; and 2) GOTV Power of the Ballot GOTV Weekend activations

that included phone banking, canvassing, text banking, souls to the polls,

protect our vote Sundays and/or literature distribution.



OUR IMPACT
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June 2022 - December 2022

Total Black Voter Contacts: 5,738,690

Total Black Voter Registrations: 36,993

Total Doors Knocked: 197,645

Total Phone Calls Made: 875,981

Total Texts Sent: 3,697,310

Total Direct Black Voter Media Impressions: 930,083

Total Volunteers Recruited: 678

*Data only reflects impact in Tier 1 states: GA, FL, PA, OH, & MI

https://simplemaps.com/custom/us/LAbvyxtz#finish


Audience

Gender

Male: 20%

Female: 80%

Age

20% - 18 to 34

25% - 35 to 44

20% - 45 to 54

35% - 55+

Top Locations

New York, NY

Atlanta, GA

Chicago, IL

Baltimore, MD

Houston, TX

Los Angeles, CA

Philadelphia, PA

Kalamazoo, MI

Birmingham, AL

Detroit, MI

Insights (Organic/

Unpaid)

Reach Impressions

Facebook 768K 1.2M

Instagram 302.9K 511K

Twitter N/A 1.1M

Hashtag Analytics

Reach Impressions

#RUVoteReady 7.2M 14.9M

#Unity2022Power 6.1M 14.7M

#PoweroftheBallot 998K 1.7M

Paid Advertisement

Reach 161.5K

Impressions 195.3K
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OUR IMPACT ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Roland Martin UnFiltered 

Views 153,656

Impressions 3,544,254



Paid Media

432 5

Total Digital Impressions: 930,083

NCBCP’s Unity ‘22 “Power of The Ballot” 3-DAY final GOTV push included a digital advertising

campaign that was coordinated through Amalgam media for a programmatic ad buy targeting Black

voters by utilizing the public voter file in our target markets. Paid digital campaign period started

10/24/22 and ended on 11/7/22.

Our Unity ‘22 “Power Of The Ballot” display ads and banners were placed on digital and mobile

outlets targeting AA/B voters – with unitycampaign.org as the ad destination. Total digital media

impressions amounted to 930,083 with the following breakdown in target markets:
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https://amalgam.media


Summary 

All 11 states conducted Unity ‘22 Exit Poll to inform policy and organizing priorities for 2023

and beyond.

We will use the result of the Exit Polls and an analysis of this campaign to inform our

strategic plan for 2023-2025 with the following insights: See the full Exit Poll results in our

Appendix.

● Early investment will be critical in educating and empowering Black voters to not only

show on/before Election Day but feel connected to the overall voting process.

● Reproductive justice was a major issue for young voters in deciding key races in the

2022 Midterm election.

● Black men and Black youth will be critical demographics in the upcoming 2024

Presidential cycle.

● Gerrymandering also played a detrimental role in disenfranchising Black voters,so it

will be crucial to keep elevating our voices on the issue of voting rights reform.
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News and Press:
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News and Press:
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